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Abstract 
With the recent advances in technology phased array ultrasonic testing (PAUT) has been widely used to 
overcome the challenges in inspecting complex composite parts. Though many PAUT equipment manufacturers 
(OEMs) integrate image display and basic processing they are not fully sufficient for faster, reliable and 
consistent decisions. This paper describes various analysis tools to minimize operator dependency in 
quantification of discontinuities that were detected and also introduces a tool for merging individual inspection 
files to enable global view of the component being inspected that greatly aids engineering community 
responsible for disposition & local repairs of the component without the understanding of PAUT inspections. It 
also introduces a common software platform to analyze files that are saved by different OEMs. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Aircraft have many structural components that require testing without damaging the part. One 
of the advanced methods of nondestructive testing is PAUT. This method inspects a bonded 
or composite part for discontinuities such as voids, porosity, delaminations, disbonds, resin 
starved/rich areas and cracks that over time can cause a loss of strength [1] . Usually OEMs 
provide integrated software with basic analysis tools. Few also provide exclusive analysis 
versions of the software offline (remotely at analysis workstation) to document the anomalies 
detected within the part to determine its integrity with extra cost. Almost all OEMs have their 
proprietary file formats in saving the inspection data which cannot be read by analysis 
softwares of different OEMs. OEMs are slow to make the transition to saving data in the 
approved DICONDE format (ASTM E2339 and E2663). Thus, it is very important to have a 
common software platform that could import different file types (saved by OEMs) without 
compromising the state-of-the-art imaging techniques. 
 
To inspect a large aircraft structure such as an entire wing it is usually scanned by marking 
grid lines to guide coverage of the whole structure. It is important to display all the C-scan 
images (of individual files obtained from above) together in a merged image that greatly aids 
the engineering community responsible for disposition & local repairs of the component 
without the understanding of UT nondestructive inspections. 

 
This paper introduces our in-house developed common software that can read files from 
different OEMs and describes the concept of dynamic gating and multi-modal views which 
minimizes operator dependency in decision making quickly and consistently, and merges 
individual files without memory challenges that are being faced by leading OEMs. 
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2. Analysis Software 

There are several complex composite structures and geometries in an aircraft with variations 
in thicknesses (in same part), highly curved parts and stiffened panels etc. Analyzing PAUT 
data for discontinuities such as porosity, voids, delaminations, disbonds, and resin 
rich/starved areas in complex structures is highly operator dependent. Thus, we have 
developed PAUT Analysis software; a custom-coded, flexible but powerful interface 
language called InspectionWare, supported by UTEX Scientific Instruments Inc. 
 
We use 3 conventional gates to monitor interface signal (I), discontinuities near front wall 
(A), back wall gate (BW) and an advanced elastic gate to monitor discontinuity signals that 
occur between front wall and back wall signals (Volume V). The Volume gate is an interface 
following gate and its length is adjusted with reference to the back wall signal amplitude 
automatically. Hence detection of discontinuities even in complex structures is fully 
automatic minimizing operator dependency. Figure 1 displays A-scan with title showing the 
type of time of flight selected for each gate respectively.  

 

Figure 1. A-scan Display /Threshold Crossing; ^Peak Amplitude 
 
2.1 Test Specimen 
 
The usefulness of volumetric gate can be demonstrated by scanning a test specimen with a 
composite fiber reinforced plastic wedge standard with 8 different thickness variations and 
void inserts at a depth of 0.060 inch from the surface (refer Figure 2) being inspected at each 
step using a near wall 5 MHz linear array ultrasonic transducer. After initial gate settings for 
offset distances of the Volume (V) gate with reference to interface and back wall signal 
amplitudes from I and BW, the amplitude and time of flight C-scan images of Gates BW & V 
can be displayed throughout the part along with the A-scan, D-scan and B-scan (refer Figure 
3).  



 

Figure 2. CFRP Wedge with Void Inserts 
 
2.2 Data Representation 
 
Disposition of indications in complex composite material inspections require simultaneous 
analysis of multiple representations of the UT data, for example; 1) B & D-scan view to 
determine depth distribution of the indications (from front and end views), 2) C-scan 
Amplitude to evaluate the anomaly attenuation, and 3) C-scan Time-of-Flight (TOF) to assess 
the depth of anomalies 4) Views of multiple C-scan gates to determine response of 
interlaminar anomalies relative to thru-thickness (back wall) response. Though several 
OEMs’ analysis softwares display this type of multiple representations of data, few of them 
do not have their cursor position synced with each display which is very important for A, B & 
D-scans which correspond to the cursor position on C-scan. Others do not have their zoom 
synchronized with each display, which is very useful for evaluation and documentation. 
 
Thus a dynamic volume gate could detect signals that are very close to front wall and back 
wall signals in addition to void, porosity or interlaminar anomaly signals in between front and 
back wall signals without which, its prone to error or inconsistency between inspectors. It has 
reduced the dependence on operator skills for detection of discontinuities. It can also improve 
the probability of detection of near-surface discontinuities which may have gone undetected 
without its availability and minimize false calls due indications from rough surfaces. 



 

Figure 3. Multiple Representations Displayed in One Screen with Cursor & Zoom 
Synchronized  
 
2.3 Merge Utility 
 
Depending on the size of the part to be inspected, the inspector makes a scan plan (raster 
scan) & generates multiple images of the sections of the part. A merge utility has been 
developed which can rotate and place these individual images onto a canvas at specific 
locations to ensure 100% inspection scan coverage & evaluation. Figure 4 represents merged 
image of aircraft shear panel structure with bonded stiffeners. This merged image file 
contains the raw data as well i.e., a region of interest can be drawn to populate its statistics. 



 

Figure 4. Merged Image of aircraft shear panels with bonded stiffeners  

 
Merging individual files to visualize the large part under inspection aids the engineering 
community responsible for disposition & local repairs of the component without the 
understanding of PAUT inspections. Not to mention, that the merged file needs to have raw 
data to analyze data at a particular region of interest (ROI). Several leading OEM softwares 
have this utility and have been facing challenges with merging large data files described in 
Table 1[2] .  
 

Table1. Challenges with Leading OEM Software 
 

Challenge Performance 
Expected size of a merged file  could not merge if > 2GB 
Virtual memory size of the workstation could not merge if < 800 MB 
Draw Region of Interest (ROI) after 
merging 

not possible  

Palette adjustments after merging not possible  
Merging both full waveform (3D) as well 
as C-scan images (2D) 

not possible  

 
Additional advanced capabilities of our software are listed in Table 2. 
  



Table 2 

Textron Aviation PAUT Analysis Software Capabilities 
Merge Files  

ROI & SNR tables  

B-scan overlay  

Both Horizontal and Vertical B-scans 
can be displayed simultaneously  

C-scan Display (Fit-to-screen or 1:1)  

Automatic Gate Length adjustment to 
display the interlaminar porosity/voids 
even in the presence of material 
thickness variations 

 

Navigate through Cursor  

Save/Import Gate Settings  

Display Amplitude & ToF C-scans 
simultaneously  

Crop A/B-scan on time  

Chose Filters on C-scans  

Lock/Password protection  

Display Amplitude + ToF C-scans 
simultaneously w/A ,B & D-scans   

Comment to each ROI  

Cropping Scan Axis from Start and End 
of a C-scan  

Cropping Time Axis on B/D-scan  

Display C/A-scans as Cartographs 
(resizable displays)  

Zoom Synchronize on all displays  

 

2.4 Interoperability 
Interoperability of NDI records is very important because aircraft manufacturers fabricate 
parts either in-house or procure from a qualified supplier who often inspect with different 
equipment. Often manufacturers of critical hardware need to review scan data of parts that 
are being procured from multiple suppliers, and are unable to do so because files are stored in 
proprietary formats. End users have many suppliers and it is not cost-effective to buy analysis 
software from all of them. Thus common software that can analyze files from those OEMs 
without compromising analysis capabilities is required. The software described has excellent 
interoperability that can import and analyze files saved by several leading OEM softwares. 
 

3. Recommendations 
 

Due to mutliple suppliers and equipment, it is important for end users to have a common 
software to analyze files saved by different equipment without retraining inspectors on 
different software applications. Better still, it is vital that OEM’s work towards implementing 
a common storage format such as DICONDE to eliminate these data conversion & 



obsolesence issues.  The flexibility of multiple data representations and merging big datasets 
for large parts are valuable tools to make accept/reject decisions of parts being inspected. 
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